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Group effort from poliovirus
 
he pathogenesis of poliovirus relies on virus diversity per se, not the
selection of any particular adaptive mutation, say Marco Vignuzzi, Raul
Andino (UCSF, San Francisco, CA), and colleagues. Different variants
may achieve different tasks in a group effort to navigate the host environment.
This is how a quasispecies, or group of variants, is meant to behave,
based on theory and mathematical modeling. “But really this is the first
study that provides experimental evidence,” says Andino.
Andino had previously used a mutagen to push viruses into evolutionary
oblivion; he now uses a mutant that survives this treatment because of a less
error-prone polymerase.
These G64S viruses generated far fewer chemical-resistant variants
and responded poorly to a challenge with this antiviral drug. But G64S was
also far less potent in mice: it had to be given in a 300-fold higher dose to cause
50% lethality, and was unable to establish infection in the spinal cord and brain.
Treating G64S with a chemical mutagen before inoculation restored
its sequence diversity and in vivo potency. Virus reisolated from the brain
did not, however, show
 
 
 
signs of a particular variant being selected for
competency to enter the spinal cord. Indeed, this isolated virus was less
diverse than the original, mutagen-treated stock, and was by itself unable to
reinfect the central nervous system of mice.
Cooperation also occurs during coinfections, where one virus species
can infect only in the presence of another. For now, Andino has few clues
about how the quasispecies might be dividing up tasks in the body, but he
is devising a microarray-based method to map the diversity that polio needs
to conquer a host. 
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Golgi directs dendritic trafﬁc
 
euronal Golgi is polarized toward
and into the longest and most
complex dendrites, say April
Horton, Michael Ehlers (Duke University,
Durham, NC), and colleagues. Thus it may
help determine the stereotyped shape of
dendritic arbors.
The mammalian Golgi is most often
seen as a single copy perinuclear organelle,
but Golgi “outposts” have been sighted in
dendrites before. The Ehlers group found that
these outposts were usually only found in the
neuron’s longest and most complex dendrite
N
Golgi fragments (green) are found 
only in the largest dendrite.
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and were often positioned at branch points in the dendritic arbor, as if to direct
traffic. Additionally, the main Golgi apparatus in the cell body polarized toward
what would become the longest dendrite, and there was fourfold greater secretory
flux into these favored dendrites. Disruption of Golgi structure left dendritic
growth intact, but equalized growth rates between different dendrites.
Dendrites can assert individual identities if their localized ribosomes
and mRNAs make soluble proteins. The nonrandom Golgi organization may
extend this ability to membrane and secreted proteins.
What controls dendritic Golgi organization is uncertain, but it may
well be related to systems that fragment the Golgi during mitosis or reorient
it during cell migration. 
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Remodeling replication
 
loned nuclei are plucked from a
comfortable, differentiated cell
and thrust into an egg primed for
embryonic development. For a frog nu-
cleus, part of that switch is a conversion
into embryonic DNA replication mode, say
Jean-Marc Lemaitre, Marcel Méchali, and
colleagues (CNRS, Montpellier, France).
The absence of this switch may partially
explain the woeful, 2–3% success rate of
nuclear transfer cloning.
Most researchers trying to improve
cloning efficiency have concentrated on
epigenetics—how to change modified chro-
matin proteins from a differentiated to an
embryonic activity pattern.
But a frog’s embryonic divisions differ
from mature divisions in another sense:
they take only 30 minutes each, in part be-
cause they use many more replication ori-
gins. In the new experiments, cloned
nuclei replicated slowly and with fewer
replication origins. Putting the nuclei first
into a frog mitotic extract, however,
boosted the number of origins and the
speed and efficiency of replication in the
subsequent cell cycle.
The switch was associated with closer
spacing between origins, a randomization of
attachment sites to the nuclear matrix, and
shorter loops of DNA between nuclear
matrix attachment sites. In each cycle the
attachment sites were converted to a more
dispersed, mature form during DNA replica-
tion, but were rerandomized during mitosis.
Many mammals lack rapid early cell
divisions but, says Méchali, “origins may
be fixed in different places in different cell
types.” For efficient cloning, “it may be
important to fix them into a pattern appro-
priate for embryogenesis.” 
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Replication sites (green) are spaced closer after 
incubating nuclei in a mitotic egg extract (bottom).
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